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The changing communication landscape, characterized by social media, wikis, mobile technologies, and a host of other emerging, multidirectional communication channels, has dramatically altered the way we conceptualize and carry out health communication efforts related to cancer prevention and control. In this evolving environment, traditional health promotion models are increasingly challenged, while new and innovative communication approaches are developed, implemented, and evaluated. The rapid dissemination of cancer information through online media channels has influenced health journalism, and in clinical care, health information technologies are altering the ways in which providers and patients interact with one another and with health information.

Researchers and practitioners have begun to examine the impact of the changing communication environment on cancer-related knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors across the cancer control continuum. Empirical evidence has begun to emerge, though many questions remain unanswered: How is the participative online environment affecting public health and clinical care? How is user-generated content shaping cancer-related health journalism and media campaigns? How can emerging technologies be leveraged to improve cancer control efforts? What are the outcomes of social media–based interventions for various populations? What is the impact of these new technologies and information channels on communication inequality and cancer disparities?

To highlight emerging evidence for these and other questions, the National Cancer Institute's (NCI) Health Communication and Informatics Research Branch (HCIRB), a part of the Behavioral Research Program within the Division of Cancer Control and Population Sciences, released an open call inviting investigators from a range of disciplines to contribute empirical work, commentaries, or systematic reviews to this issue of *JNCI:Monographs*. The call was met with an enthusiastic response represented by the submission of more than 100 abstracts followed by more than 60 competitive manuscripts, and a rigorous, multitietered peer review process that resulted in the final 16 innovative, thought-provoking papers that comprise this monograph.

HCIRB last sponsored a cancer communication–related issue of *JNCI* in 1999, titled, “Cancer Risk Communication: What We Know and What We Need to Learn.” That issue followed a workshop on the same topic and consisted mostly of invited articles by workshop attendees. This most recent installment is meant to have a broader scope, with the goal of laying the foundation for the next generation of cancer communication research. Contributions address the influence of the changing communication landscape in three distinct domains: 1) clinical care and patient support, 2) health journalism and mass media, and 3) cancer prevention and control interventions. The selected papers highlight the use of innovative communication strategies and technologies in cancer prevention and control. Specifically, a key theme in this issue is social media, characterized by information sharing, interoperability, and participation. Social and participative communication technologies enable users to interact and collaborate in a dialogue as creators of user-generated content, in contrast to traditional communication endeavors (eg, websites or text messaging systems) where users are limited to consuming content passively.

The issue begins with a grant portfolio analysis by Ramírez et al. (1) that examines trends in NCI funding for cancer communication research over more than a decade. The analysis includes funded grant proposals resultant of NCI’s “Extraordinary Opportunity in Cancer Communication,” as initially identified in NCI’s fiscal year 2001 budget (2) and further delineated in future budgets, prioritizing communication science as one critical mission of the institute. The “extraordinary opportunity” designation was the launching pad for initiatives such as the Health Information National Trends Survey (HINTS), the Centers of Excellence in Cancer Communication Research (CECCR) P50 and P20 grant program, as well as investments in extramural research aimed at bridging the digital divide. All of these initiatives, we believe, helped orient the research community to the opportunities enabled by the new communication environment and helped precipitate submission of the high-quality grants enumerated in the Ramírez et al. review.

Other highlights of the monograph include papers led by Kim (3) and Portier (4) that feature methodological considerations for cancer communication research in the social media landscape. Papers led by Gollust (5), Post (6), Peterson (7), and Namkoong (8) examine how the emerging communication environment is shaping clinical care and patient support. Contributions by Kim (9) and Noar (10) demonstrate innovative methods for health journalism and mass media research and speak to the implications of the changing mass media environment on cancer prevention and control efforts, and Smith et al. (11) outline directions for research in this...
understudied area. In the domain of cancer prevention and control interventions, papers authored by Viswanath (12), Post (13), and An (14) offer evidence for using Web 2.0 intervention strategies to reach target populations, and a literature review by Thompson (15) summarizes how social media interventions are being used to target minority populations. Finally, as a closing piece, cancer communication science leaders at NCI, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and the American Cancer Society outline a “blueprint” for coordinating efforts across the national cancer program by leveraging the new capabilities afforded by advances in communication science (16).

As the communication environment continues to evolve and as cancer information and user-generated content become increasingly ubiquitous, investigators will continue to face design and measurement challenges for studies that attempt to isolate the effects of communication on intended cancer control outcomes. We are gratified by the enthusiastic response this issue generated in the scientific community, and it is our hope that the papers in this monograph will provide insight into cutting-edge methods and study designs for investigating the use of multidirectional communication in cancer prevention and control.
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